that nds a basis which is optimal for both the primal and the dual problems, given an optimal solution for one of the problems, then there exists a strongly polynomial algorithm for the general linear programming problem. On other hand, we give a strongly polynomial time algorithm that nds such a basis, given any p a i r of optimal solutions (not necessarily basic) for the primal and the dual problems. Such an algorithm is needed when one is using an interior point method and is interested in nding a basis which is both primal-and dual-optimal.
Introduction
The reader is referred, for example, to 2] for information about standard results in linear programming which are used in this work. The simplex method for linear programminghas the nice property that if the problem has an optimal solution then a basis is found which is both primal-optimal and dual-optimal, i.e., both of the basic solutions which are de ned by s u c h a basis in the primal and the dual problems are optimal in their respective problems. For brevity w e call such a basis an optimal basis. An optimal basis IBM Research, Almaden Research Center, San Jose, CA 95120-6099, and School of Mathematical Sciences, Tel Aviv University, T el Aviv, Israel is a useful object for post-optimality analysis. The known polynomial-time algorithms for linear programminggenerate optimal solutions which are not necessarily basic. Given any primal-optimal solution (not necessarily basic), it is easy to nd a primal-optimal basis. Analogously, given any dual-optimal solution, it is easy to nd a dual-optimal basis.
However, none of the two b a s e s f o u n d i n t h i s w ay is guaranteed to be an optimal basis.
In fact, the dual solution associated with a primal-optimal basis and the primal solution associated with a dual-optimal basis may both be infeasible in their respective problems.
Furthermore, if the problem is put into the combined primal-dual form, a primal-optimal basis of the combined form yields a primal-optimal basis and a dual-optimal one for the original problem, but these two bases may be distinct.
Since no polynomial-time variant of the simplex method is known, this raises the question whether an optimal basis can be found in polynomial time in terms of the input size of a problem with rational data. We a n s w er this question in the a rmative. Actually, w e p r o ve a stronger result using the concept of strongly polynomial time complexity.
For simplicity, w e s a y that an algorithm for linear programmingruns in strongly polynomial time if it performs no more than p(m n) arithmetic operations and comparisons.
(When applied to problems with rational data, the strongly polynomial algorithms of this paper involve o n l y n umbers of polynomial size.) It is not known whether there exists a strongly polynomial algorithm for the general linear programming problem. Since this question is open and seems di cult, we consider here a related problem concerning basic solutions. We p r o ve the following two complementary theorems which shed some light on the complexity of nding optimal bases: Theorem 0.1. If there exists a strongly polynomial time algorithm that nds an optimal basis, given an optimal solution for either the primal or the dual, then there exists a strongly polynomial algorithm for the general linear programming problem.
Theorem 0.2. There exists a strongly polynomial time algorithm that nds an optimal basis, given optimal solutions for both the primal and the dual.
We give the necessary de nitions and the proofs in Section 1.
The results
Consider the linear programming problemin standard form We are interested here in the complexity of nding an optimal basis. It follows from the theory of the simplex method that such a basis exists if the problem has an optimal solution.
The proof of Theorem 0.1 uses Theorem 0.2, and hence we rst prove the latter.
Proof of Theorem 0.2: Suppose x and y are given optimal solutions for (P ) a n d Successive applications of this principle nally yield an optimal solution x 0 where the set X 0 of columns A j such t h a t x 0 j > 0 is linearly independent. If X 0 has m columns then we h a ve found an optimal basis. Otherwise, we e x p a n d t h e s e t X as follows. is an optimal basis. The whole process does not take more than n \pivot" steps since columns which leave the set X prior to the generation of the rst set X 0 never come back, and the set X 0 only increases. Thus, the whole algorithm runs in strongly polynomial time .
We note that if the given optimal solutions are vertices of the respective polyhedra then the optimal basis found by the above procedure yields the same pair of solutions. Proof: We reduce Problem 1.2 to Problem 1.3. Given A b c, such t h a t ( P) a n d
(D) h a ve optimal solutions, consider the following problem where (P ) a n d ( D) a r e combined, and y is replaced by z ; w: Since (DP   0   ) is feasible, it follows that the optimal value of (P D 0 ) is also 0. Thus, we have a trivial optimal solution for (P D 0 ), namely, set x, z, w, v and to zero. Now, by assumption, an optimal basis for (P D 0 ) can be found in strongly polynomial time .
Given an optimal basis, we can compute optimal solutions for both (P D 0 ) and (DP 0 ).
We are interested in the latter. Let (y u) b e s u c h an optimal solution for (DP 0 ).
Obviously, u is an optimal solution for (P ) a n d y is an optimal solution for (D). By
Theorem 0.2, we c a n n o w nd an optimal basis for (P ) in strongly polynomial time . 0 The problem (S) can obviously be put into the standard form of (P ). Now, (S) i s feasible (set x and y to zero and = 1). Moreover, the value of the objective function on the feasible domain of (S) is bounded by 0 . T h us, (S) has an optimal solution which by assumption can be found in strongly polynomial time . The x part and the y part of such a solution are optimal solutions for (P) a n d ( D), respectively, if and only if polynomial time .
Conclusion
An algorithm for nding an optimal basis has to work on the problem from two \sides": the primal and the dual. If an algorithm concentrates on the primal side or simply discards all the information obtained throughout its execution and reports only a primaloptimal solution, then nding a dual-optimal solution given a primal-optimal one may be as hard as solving the problem from the beginning. This observation is important for the implementation of interior point algorithms. If an algorithm does not generate values for the dual variables then in the worst case it may be hard to nd a dual-optimal solution. If the algorithm generates both primal and dual values then it is relatively easy to nd an optimal basis.
Finally, w e note that the e ciency of the algorithm given in the proof of Theorem 0.2 is very closely related to the amount of degeneracy in the problem. The more degenerate the problem is, more steps might be needed to construct an optimal basis from a pair of optimal solutions for the primal and the dual problems. We also note that the work of our algorithms can be carried out in a tableau form just like the simplex method.
